Above: Greg Daly , Vase. Etched, lustred, on-glaze decoration,
35 cm high, 1991.
Right: Sandra Taylor with a section of her muralat BlighPark,
Sydney, 1990.
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A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO COLLECTING CONTEMPORARY CERAMIC ART

The art of the potter, with its tradition of
thousands of years, holds an evercontinuing interest for both maker and
collector. One enthusiastic collector
from Melbourne regularly telephones
the Ceramic Art Gallery in Sydney to
discover what new works are being
shown or what earlier works have
come to the market. He searches
through back issues of magazines,
collects information from books and
catalogues and, with his family, visits

galleries and museums to build on his
knowledge of pots and potters. He
seeks to understand the motivations of
the artists, what influences have been
paramount in their creative work and
how they express personal philosophies
and individual concepts through the
materials and techniques of ceramics.
These materials include fine porcelains,
dense stonewares and coarse and
porous earthenwares; the techniques

vary from hand forming methods using
the potter's whe~I and building with
slabs or coils of clay, to semi-industrial
processes using moulds, slip-casting or
dry clay pressing. The manner of
decorating, glazing and firing chosen
by individual ceramic artists is
fascinating to a collector who seeks to
match the intention of the artist with his
own understanding and response to the
potter's art.
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In South A ustralia, ceramic artist and
teacher from A delaide , Bruce
Anderson , is also undertaking commissions for work in public spaces.
Using a mixture of materials , his current
study of Indian religious iconography
and ar chitecture is infl uenci ng his w ork.

Roderick Bamford , teacher and
ceramic artist from Sydney, uses social
themes for his current work in clay.
Inspired by domestic utensils and modern gadgetry, his assemblages become
icons that draw attention to the transitory nature of some of our desires. Also
from Sydney, Michael Keighery uses
satire, parody and humour in his work
to express a commentary on social
questions such as consumerism and
commercial values. His current wo rk in
mixed media uses clay to allude to our
faithful allegiance to certain ceramic
traditions.

·om top:
ruce Anderson, Installation
, exhibition
m Factory Gallery, 1991 .
,an Campbell , Installationat St. George
;i/dingSociety, Sydney, 1991.
:ona Murphy , Vessel in Space . Firedto
I 00 deg. C, oxidised, 53 cm high.
oderick Bamford , Cone. Earthenware,

25x750x750 cm.
,wyn Hanssen Pigott, Still Life, 1991 .
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An extension of tradition plays a part in
the work of Alan Peascod, both in
ceramic form or as a means of propaganda or censure . Peascod' s work
adapts early Egyptian lustre techniques
but the message is directed towards
contemporary attitudes and anomalies,
especially in the education system.
Never content to rest on past accomplishments, Peascod challenges us with
his opinions as much as he shocks us
with his innovative ceramic techniques.
Three Melbourne ceramic artists,

Kevin White, Fiona Murphy and
Stephen Benwell use the decorative
vessel to express concepts of form, surface and purpose in individual ways.
Jenny Orchard , from Sydney, similarly enjoys a high reputation among
collectors for her whimsical parodies on

social ceremonies . Sandra Taylor
has a pronounced sense of humour,
using clay and a narrative style of decoration to poke fun at everyday life in
Australian suburbia.
The vase forms and platters of Cowra ,
NSW, potter, Greg Daly , with their
flashy lustres and richness of abstract
patterning, are boldly decorative.
Tasmanian Penny Smith , from
Hobart , uses primary colours and striking ornament to make us reassess the
place of the domestic utensil in our
lives. Her advocacy of contemporary
industrial methodology and its use by
the studio potter, as well as the place of
the ceramic artist as designer in industry, is one of her on-going projects .
Working at Cherryville, outside
Adelaide, artist potter Jeff
Mincham' s largescale forms have
attracted the attention of gallery directors and curators . Using a specially formulated clay body and subjecting it to
rapid firing and cooling in a procedure
known as raku, the glowing red hot
vessels are drawn from the kiln to be
altered by smoke and develop rich and
weathered surfaces. The vessels, which
are up to 2 metres high , are symbolic
containers .
Specialised techniques, such as raku,
have a strong attraction for contemporary ceramists, who believe that the finished work is capable of expressing
both technique and artist intention.
Such specialist techniques include saltglazing and wood firing at high temperatures . I use these myself at my
Gulgong, NSW, workshop. Using
wood firing kilns, I experiment with
local materials and the marks of the fire

to produce work that shares a harmony of surface, form. and purpose.
In Brisbane, ceramic artist, Diane
Peach uses forms and colours with an
approach that suggests a high degree
of control over the processes. Hardedged forms contrast with softly
coloured surfaces, the tea sets, vessels
and decorative pieces have an elegance and coolness.
Working at her Pastoral Gallery and
workshops in Queanbeyan, near
Canberra, Hiroe Swen, Japanese
born and steeped in the Japanese tradition of craftsmanship, produces collectors' items of professional refinement
and beauty . She uses a variety of
shaping techniques and with her mastery of form and glaze and an ability
to make successfully resolved forms in
large or small scale, her influence on
Australian ceramists has been considerable .
Chilean born, Diogenes Farri, now
living in Sydney, uses the techniques
and imagery of his native country to
express his view of contemporary
issues. The surfaces of his highly burnished and colourful vessel forms contain political meaning and
commentary.
Style in pottery changes according to
the times and the needs of the community in which it is made, whether the
pots are intended for use, for decorating one's environment or simply for the
enjoyment of looking at them . The
ceramic artists mentioned in this article
are but a sampling of the numbers of
practitioners making excellent work.
Many State and regional galleries hold

significant collections for study and in
addition they organise touring exhibitions on specific artists or on particular
themes.
Pottery is for sale from commercial galleries in most centres and prices range
from less than $100 to well into the
thousands for special pieces. Grose
Vale, NSW, potter, Colin Levy asked
and obtained prices in the region of
$15,000 for his copper red glazed
porcelain jars at his exhibition at the
prestigious David Jones Gallery in
Sydney . Although often lower in price
than that commanded by paintings,
ceramic art has become a wise investment as shown by prices obtained at
fine art auctions.
Associations of potters are to be found
in most cities and towns and they
encourage their members to continue a
lifelong study of ceramics and they
work as in the guild system, for the
good of their members . However,
today's ceramic artist is an individual
revealing in his or her work the personality of the maker, and his distinctive
ability and aesthetic . It is this individual
factor that is attracting the collector,
who sees in the work comparable
appreciated vatues of form, colour,
decoration and intent.

Janet Mansfield

From top:
Jenny Orchard , Yellow Head, 1990.
Jeff Mincham , Carved Urn. Raku fired,

76 cm high.
Penny Smith , Vessel Form, earthenware.
Hiroe Swen at her PastoralGallery work-

shop, Oueanbeyan, NSW , 1990.
Stephen Benwell , Vessel. Stoneware,

1991.
(Editor of Ceramics : Art and Perception; potter and author of several books on ceramics .
Currently working on a book of
contemporary Australian and New Zealand
ceramics .)

Janet Mansfield , Flower Container.

Stoneware, fired in wood-burninganagama
kiln for 3 days, 32 cm high, 1991.
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